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Educational Programmes

Introduction
Every child deserves the best possible start in life and the support that enables them to fulfil their potential. Children develop quickly in the early
years and a child’s experiences between birth and age five have a major impact on their future life chances. A secure, safe and happy
childhood is important in its own right. Good parenting and high quality early learning together provide the foundation children need to make
the most of their abilities and talents as they grow up. (DfE, 2017)
According to the 2017 EYFS Framework, four guiding principles should shape practice in Early Years:
● Every child is a unique child, who is constantly learning and can be resilient, capable, confident and self-assured
● Children learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships
● Children learn and develop well in enabling environments, in which their experiences respond to their individual needs and there is a
strong partnership between practitioners and parents and/or carers
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●

Children develop and learn in different ways (the characteristics of effective teaching and learning) and at different rates. Our
continuous provision should meet the needs of all children in early years setting, including children with special educational needs and
disabilities.

The Keir Hardie EYFS curriculum:
Intent:
At Keir Hardie Primary School we place great value on the development of children as individuals and providing them with the skills, knowledge and
understanding they need to prepare them for the challenges in the 21st century. Our aim in the EYFS is to build strong foundations rooted in children’s
emotional well-being as well as moral and spiritual development, so that ultimately our pupils go on to be active citizens of society and happy, curious
life-long learners.
Our curriculum is therefore the cultural capital we know our pupils need so that they can gain the knowledge, skills and understanding they require for
success. They can only do that if we embed the right habits for learning through the Characteristics of Effective Teaching and Learning – Play and
Exploration, Active Learning and Creative and Critical Thinking.
Many of our pupils arrive well below national expectations for their age and a high proportion come from disadvantaged backgrounds and with complex
needs. We have to teach them how to listen, speak and meet the high expectations for behaviour by working together and being kind. As such, we prioritise
personal, social and emotional development and communication and language in the Nursery curriculum. Our enabling environment and warm, skilful adult
interactions support the children as they begin to link learning to their play and exploration. As the pupils move into Reception, we invest time and energy
into helping pupils set and reflect on their own goals by aiming high and developing a love of reading, writing and number. This is delivered through a
holistic curriculum which maximises opportunities for meaningful cross-curricular links and learning experiences as well as promoting the unique child by
offering extended periods of play and sustained thinking following children’s interests and ideas. We value imagination and creativity and seek to create a
sense of enjoyment and fascination in learning through a vibrant continuous indoor and outdoor provision, alongside trips, visits and regular gardening,
woodwork sessions. Our investment in specialist teachers for music, art, Forest School and Gymnastic mean that children continually receive high quality
teaching.
Implement:
Pupils learn through a balance of child-initiated and adult-directed activities. The timetable is carefully structured so that children have rigorous directed
teaching in literacy, maths and phonics everyday with regular circle time sessions to focus on PSED. These sessions are followed by group work where
children work with a member of staff to develop their individual targets. This focused group time means the teacher can systematically check for
understanding, identify and respond to misconceptions quickly and provide real-time verbal feedback which results in a strong impact on the acquisition of
new learning.
Children are provided with plenty of time to engage in ‘exploration’ throughout the variety of experiences carefully planned to engage and challenge them in
the provision. The curriculum is planned for the inside and outside classrooms and equal importance is given to learning in both areas. The curriculum is
planned in a cross-curricular way to enable all aspects of the children’s development including understanding the world and expressive art and design as
well as to promote sustained thinking and active learning. Intellectual preparation and co-planning is led by the phase leader and Assistant Headteacher
every week with the Early Years team once a week. During these sessions the practitioners reflect on three questions: “What do our focus individuals need
to learn or are curious about? What embedded learning have we observed in this area? What can be changed to exploit the learning and interests of the
children/individuals in this area?” In this way, we ensure that the children have agency over their environment and that the provision leads to depth of
learning across the curriculum.
Reading is at the heart of our curriculum. Children follow the rigorous and highly successful Read, Write Inc program faithfully so that they meet good
outcomes for reading. Each topic is further enhanced with a reading box in each class with a wide range of non-fiction texts to support children of all abilities.
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In line with the rest of the school, both Nursery and Reception have Reading is Fun book sent home weekly. We encourage children to develop a positive
attitude towards literature of all kinds and believe that parents play a vital role in this process, Parent Reading continues to be a part of our weekly routine at
Keir Hardie.
We follow the Maths CPA approach in Reception with an emphasis on studying key skills of number, calculation and shape so that pupils develop deep
understanding and the acquisition of mathematical language. Pupils learn through games and tasks using concrete manipulatives which are then rehearsed
and applied to their own learning during exploration. Nursery pupils begin to develop these key skills during daily maths lessons where they explore sorting,
quantities, shape, number and counting awareness. These early mathematical experiences are carefully designed to help pupils remember the content they
have been taught and to support them with integrating their new knowledge across the breadth of their experiences and into larger concepts.
Our inclusive approach means that all children learn together but we have a range of additional intervention and support to enhance and scaffold children
who may not be reaching their potential or moving on children who are doing very well. This includes, for example, Box Clever, Narrative Group, Attention
Autism; or Let’s Get Moving. Staff also use ‘Pinny Time’ which is a quick, on the spot intervention focused on sight words, blending and number retention
with target individuals. The characteristics of effective learning are viewed as an integral part of all areas of learning and are reflected in our observations of
children.
We tailor our staff meeting to be early years specific and are focused on moderating outcomes across the phase so that every member of our team feels
confident in making accurate judgements about where individual pupils are and their next steps for learning. This is alongside our Speech and Language
therapist support who helps to build subject knowledge of working with children who have communication and language difficulties.
Impact:
Our curriculum needs to meet the needs of our children, including our disadvantaged pupils and those with SEND, so we spend time looking at and
evaluating how children are learning. This is achieved through talking to children, looking at their work, observing their learning experiences and analysing
data and progress. Every member of staff uses ongoing observational assessment to identify children’s starting points and plan experiences which ensure
progress. This information is tracked on Target Tracker which enables us to measure our starting points against a national data set. We use this information
on a weekly basis to plan learning experiences and next steps so that knowledge and skills are built cumulatively. During each assessment window, three
times a year, teachers update the progress children have made onto Target Tracker which allows us to assess the impact of teaching and evaluate whether
it has been enough. Evidence of children’s learning including observations, work samples, photographs and contributions from parents are kept in ‘Special
Books’ which children use to reflect on their progress through pupil voice.
Our curriculum and its delivery ensure that children make good progress. Children in our early years, on average, arrive with much lower starting points than
national. During their time in our EYFS, children make rapid progress so that we meet the national expectation for GLD at the end of the year. Pupils also
make good progress toward their age-related expectations before transitioning into Year One. We believe our high standards are due to the enriched
play-based exploration alongside the rigour of assessment and teaching the children have as they move through the early years – a rich diet of balanced
learning experiences is undoubtedly the best way to develop happy, curious children.
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Playing & Exploring
‘engagement’

Finding out and exploring
● Showing curiosity about objects,
events and people
● Using senses to explore the world
around them
● Engaging in open-ended activity
● Showing particular interests
Playing with what they know
● Pretending objects are things from
their
● experience

Characteristics of Effective Learning
Active Learning
‘motivation’

Being involved and concentrating
● Maintaining focus on their activity
for a period of time
● Showing high levels of energy,
fascination
● Not easily distracted
● Paying attention to details
Keeping on trying
● Persisting with activity when
challenges occur
● Showing a belief that more effort or
a different approach will pay off

Creating and Thinking Critically
‘thinking’

Having their own ideas
● Thinking of ideas
● Finding ways to solve problems
● Finding new ways to do things

Making links
● Making links and noticing patterns
in their
● experience
● Making predictions
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Representing their experiences in
play
● Taking on a role in their play
● Acting out experiences with other
people
Being willing to ‘have a go’
● Initiating activities
● Seeking challenge
● Showing a ‘can do’ attitude
● Taking a risk, engaging in new
experiences, and learning by trial
and error
●

●

Bouncing back after difficulties

Enjoying achieving what they set out to
do
● Showing satisfaction in meeting
their own goals
● Being proud of how they
accomplished something –not just
the end result
● Enjoying meeting challenges for
their own sake rather than external
rewards or praise

●
●

Testing their ideas
Developing ideas of grouping,
sequences, cause and effect

Choosing ways to do things
● Planning, making decisions about
how to
● approach a task, solve a problem
and reach a goal
● Checking how well their activities
are going
● Changing strategy as needed
● Reviewing how well the approach
worked

EYFS Topic Themes
Nursery

Reception

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Ourselves

People Who
Help Us

Animals

Homes Around
the World

Transport

Superheroes

New Life

Once Upon a
Time

Little Inventors

Marvellous Me

Celebrations

Hot & Cold
Environments
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Autumn Term
Autumn 1

Nursery
Ourselves
Suggested core texts:
So Much by Trish Cooke
Daisy Eat Your Peas! By Kes Gray
Happy Birthday Maisy by Lucy Cousins
Things I Like by Anthony Browne
The Boy Who Hated Toothbrushes by Zehra Hicks
Are you a boy or are you a girl? By Sarah Savage
Charlie and Lola: Look After Your Planet by Lauren Child
(Puffin)
Our Very Own Dog by Amanda McCardie (non-fiction)

Reception
Marvellous Me
Suggested core texts:
Ruby’s Worry by Tom Percival
Mungo Money goes to School by Lydia Monks
And Tango makes three by Justin Richardson
The Girl with the Parrot by Daisy Hirst
I Love my Hair! By Natasha Anastasia Tarpley
Playtime (Around the World) (non-fiction) by Kate Petty
Look Inside: Your Body (Usborne Look Inside) (Look Inside
Board Books) (non-fiction)
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Festivals/Special Occasions:
Eid ul-Adha (Islam)
Rosh Hashanah & Yom Kippur (Judaism)
Harvest (multi-faith)

Festivals/Special Occasions:
Eid ul-Adha (Islam)
Rosh Hashanah & Yom Kippur (Judaism)
Harvest (multi-faith)

Trips/Experiences:
Local Walk
Gardening

Trips/Experiences:
Local Walk
Gardening

Autumn 2

Nursery
People Who Help Us
Suggested core texts:
Emergency! By Margaret Mayo
Postman Bear by Julia Donaldson
Farmer Duck by Martin Waddell
People Who Help Us by John Wood
Cops and Robbers by Alan Ahlberg
Police (Popcorn: People Who Help Us) (non-fiction)by
Honor Head
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Bonfire Night/Guy Fawkes
Diwali (Hinduism)
Hanukkah (Judaism)
Advent & Christmas (Christianity)

Reception
Celebrations
Suggested core texts:
Sammy Spider’s First Hanukkah by Sylvia Rouss &
Katherine Janus
Fantastically Great Women who changed the World by
Kate Pankhurst
Mog’s Christmas by Judith Kerr
Eight Candles to Light: A Hanukkah Story(non-fiction)by
Jonny Zucker
Lighting a Lamp: A Diwali Story (non-fiction) by Jonny
Zucker
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Bonfire Night/Guy Fawkes
Diwali (Hinduism)
Hanukkah (Judaism)
Advent & Christmas (Christianity)

Trips/Experiences:
Parents Job Workshop
Visiting GP Practice, Vets etc
St Margaret Church

Trips/Experiences:
Autumn Walk
Kidzmania
London Sri Murugan Temple
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Spring Term
Spring 1

Nursery
Animals
Suggested core texts:
The Little Red Hen
A Brave Bear by Sean Taylor
A New House for Mouse by Petr Horacek
Hickory Dickory Dog by Alison Murray
Owl Babies by Martin waddell
What the Ladybird Heard by Julia Donaldson
How To Survive Like Firefly (non-fiction)by Kristen Foote
Egg to Chicken (non-fiction) Camilla de la Bedoyere
Look Up!: Bird-Watching in Your Own Backyard
(non-fiction)by Annette LeBlanc Cate
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Chinese New Year
Bodhi Day (Buddhism)

Reception
Hot & Cold Environments
Suggested core texts:
Handa’s Surprise by Eileen Browne
Dear Greenpeace by Simon James
Blue penguin by Petr Horacek
Anna Hibiscus Song by Atinuke
Augustus and his Smile by Catherine Rayner
Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers
Beauty and the Beak: How Science, Technology, and a
3D-Printed Beak Rescued a Bald Eagle (non-fiction) by
Deborah Lee Rose and Jane Veltkamp
Mad about Monkeys (non-fiction)by Owen Davey
Our planet (non-fiction) by David Attenborough
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Chinese New Year
Bodhi Day (Buddhism)

Trips/Experiences:
Animal Magic
Newham Farm
Gardening

Trips/Experiences:
Animal Magic
The Science Museum
Forest School

Spring 2

Nursery
Homes Around the World
Suggested core texts:
On the Construction Site – by Carron Brown
All Kinds of Homes: a Lift-the-Flap Book by Thando

Reception
New Life
Suggested core texts:
Jack and The Beanstalk text
Phoebe the Bee
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Maclaren and Emma Damon
A New Home for a Pirate by Ronda Armitage
Moving Molly by Shirley Hughes
Home (Around the World) by Kate Petty

Oliver’s’ Vegetables by Vivian French
The Tadpole’s Promise by Jeanne Willis
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle
Pumpkin Soup by Helen Cooper
Mad About Minibeasts by Giles Andrae
Tadpole & Frog (Life Cycles) (non-ficiton) by Camilla de
la Bedoyere
Seed to Sunflower(Life Cycles) (non-ficiton) by Camilla
de la Bedoyere
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Shrove Tuesday/Pancake Day (Christianity)
Lent & Easter (Christianity)
Holi “Festival of Colours” (Hinduism)

Festivals/Special Occasions:
Shrove Tuesday/Pancake Day (Christianity)
Lent & Easter (Christianity)
Holi “Festival of Colours” (Hinduism)
Trips/Experiences:
Living Eggs
Geoffrey Museum
Spring Walk

Trips/Experiences:
Living Eggs
Forest School

Summer Term
Summer 1

Nursery
Transport
Suggested core texts:
The Train Ride by June Crebbin
Duck in a Truck by Jez Alborough
Mr Gumpy’s Outing by John Burningham
The Magic Train Ride by Sally Crabtree
Rosie’s Walk by pat Hutchins
Things That Go: Ladybird First Fabulous Facts (non-fiction)
by Clive Gifford

Reception
Once Upon a Time
Suggested core texts:
No Dinner by Jessica Souhami
The leopard’s Drum by Jessica Souhami
The Old Woman and The Red Pumpkin by Betsy
Bang
Prince and Knight by Daniel Haack
Hansel and Gretel by Rachel Isadora
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Festivals/Special Occasions:
Ramadan (Islam)
Vesak ‘Buddha Day’ (Buddhism)
Mother’s Day

Festivals/Special Occasions:
Ramadan (Islam)
Vesak ‘Buddha Day’ (Buddhism)
Mother’s Day

Trips/Experiences:
DLR
Plaistow Fire Station
Forest School

Trips/Experiences:
Little Angel’s Theatre
Discover Story Centre
Gardening
Summer 2

Nursery
Superheroes
Suggested core texts:
Suggested Core Texts:
Super Daisy by Kes Gray
Gorilla by Anthony Brown
Super Duck by Jez Alborough
Max by Bob Graham
SuperTato by Sue Hendra
Captain Blownaparts by Helga Hopkins
SuperWorm by Julia Donaldson
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Eid al-Fitr (Islam)
Fathers’ Day
Summer Solstice/Midsummers Day

Reception
Little Inventors
Suggested core texts:
The Most Magnificent Thing by Spires Ashley
Violet the Pilot by Steve Breen
Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty
Interstella Cinderella by Deborah Underwood
Look Inside How Things Work (non-fiction)by Rob Lloyd
Jones
How Things Work (See Inside) (non-fiction) by Conrad
Mason
Marie Curie (non-fiction)
Festivals/Special Occasions:
Eid al-Fitr (Islam)
Fathers’ Day
Summer Solstice/Midsummers Day

Trips/Experiences:
Superhero Workshop
Forest School

Trips/Experiences:
Design Museum
Forest School
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Educational Programmes
Communication and Language

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

The development of children’s spoken language underpins all
seven areas of learning and development. Children’s
back-and-forth interactions from an early age form the
foundations for language and cognitive development. The
number and quality of the conversations they have with adults
and peers throughout the day in a language-rich environment is
crucial. By commenting on what children are interested in or
doing, and echoing back what they say with new vocabulary
added, practitioners will build children's language effectively.
Reading frequently to children, and engaging them actively in
stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems, and then providing them
with extensive opportunities to use and embed new words in a
range of contexts, will give children the opportunity to thrive.
Through
conversation, story-telling and role play, where children share
their ideas with support and modelling from their teacher, and
sensitive questioning that invites them to elaborate, children
become comfortable using a rich range of vocabulary and
language structures.

Children’s personal, social and emotional development (PSED) is
crucial for children to lead healthy and happy lives, and is
fundamental to their cognitive development. Underpinning their
personal development are the important attachments that
shape their social world. Strong, warm and supportive
relationships with adults enable children to learn how to
understand their own feelings and those of others. Children
should be supported to manage emotions, develop a positive
sense of self, set themselves simple goals, have confidence in
their own abilities, to persist and wait for what they want and
direct attention as necessary. Through adult modelling and
guidance, they will learn how to look after their bodies,
including healthy eating, and manage personal needs
independently. Through supported interaction with other
children, they learn how to make good friendships, co-operate
and resolve conflicts peaceably. These attributes will provide a
secure platform from which children can achieve at school and
in later life.

Physical Development

Literacy
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Physical activity is vital in children’s all-round development,
enabling them to pursue happy, healthy and active lives7. Gross
and fine motor experiences develop incrementally throughout
early childhood, starting with sensory explorations and the
development of a child’s strength, co-ordination and positional
awareness through tummy time, crawling and play movement
with both objects and adults. By creating games and providing
opportunities for play both indoors and outdoors, adults can
support children to develop their core strength, stability,
balance, spatial awareness, co-ordination and agility. Gross
motor skills provide the foundation for developing healthy
bodies and social and emotional well-being. Fine motor control
and precision helps with hand-eye co-ordination, which is later
linked to early literacy. Repeated and varied opportunities to
explore and play with small world activities, puzzles, arts and
crafts and the practice of using small tools, with feedback and
support from adults, allow children to develop proficiency,
control and confidence.

It is crucial for children to develop a life-long love of reading.
Reading consists of two dimensions: language comprehension
and word reading. Language comprehension (necessary for
both reading and writing) starts from birth. It only develops when
adults talk with children about the world around them and the
books (stories and non-fiction) they read with them, and enjoy
rhymes, poems and songs together. Skilled word reading, taught
later, involves both the speedy working out of the pronunciation
of unfamiliar printed words (decoding) and the speedy
recognition of familiar printed words. Writing involves
transcription (spelling and handwriting) and composition
(articulating ideas and structuring them in speech, before
writing).

Mathematics

Understanding the World

Developing a strong grounding in number is essential so that all
children develop the necessary building blocks to excel
mathematically. Children should be able to count confidently,
develop a deep understanding of the numbers to 10, the
relationships between them and the patterns within those
numbers. By providing frequent and varied opportunities to build
and apply this understanding - such as using manipulatives,
including small pebbles and tens frames for organising counting
- children will develop a secure base of knowledge and
vocabulary from which mastery of mathematics is built. In
addition, it is important that the curriculum includes rich
opportunities for children to develop their spatial reasoning skills
across all areas of mathematics including shape, space and
measures. It is important that children develop positive attitudes
and interests in mathematics, look for patterns and relationships,
spot connections, ‘have a go’, talk to adults and peers about
what they notice and not be afraid to make mistakes.

Understanding the world involves guiding children to make
sense of their physical world and their community. The
frequency and range of children’s personal experiences
increases their knowledge and sense of the world around them
–from visiting parks, libraries and museums to meeting important
members of society such as police officers, nurses and
firefighters. In addition, listening to a broad selection of stories,
non-fiction, rhymes and poems will foster their understanding of
our culturally, socially, technologically and ecologically diverse
world. As well as building important knowledge, this extends
their familiarity with words that support understanding across
domains. Enriching and widening children’s vocabulary will
support later reading comprehension.
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Expressive Arts and Design

The development of children’s artistic and cultural awareness
supports their imagination and creativity. It is important that
children have regular opportunities to engage with the arts,
enabling them to explore and play with a wide range of media
and materials. The quality and variety of what children see, hear
and participate in is crucial for developing their understanding,
self-expression, vocabulary and ability to communicate through
the arts. The frequency, repetition and depth of their
experiences are fundamental to their progress in interpreting
and appreciating what they hear, respond to and observe.

Topic Books
Ourselves

Avocado Baby by
John Burningham
My Body: Ladybird First
Fabulous
Facts(non-fiction) Lady
Bird
Maisy goes to Nursery
by Lucy Cousins
Love Makes a Family
by Sophie Beer
Uniquely Wired: A Story
About Autism and Its
Gifts by Julia Cook
Who Are You?: Ella The
Enchanted Princess by
Rosaria L. Calafati

People Who Help
Us
Man on the Moon: A
Day in the Life of Bob
by Simon Bartram
Topsy and Tim meet
the Police by Jean
Adamson
I Want to Be a Vet
2018 - I Want to Be
(non-fiction) by Dan
Liebman
Postman (non-fiction)
by Rebecca Hunter
I want to be a Vet
(non-fiction) by Dan
Liebman

Nursery Topic Books
Animals
Home Around the
World

Transport

Superheroes

Eliot, Midnight
Superhero by Anne
Cottringer

We’re going on a Lion
Hunt by Alex Axtell

City Mouse & Country
Mouse

The Naughty Bus by
Jan Oke

Solomon Crocodile by
Catherine Rayner

In Lucia’s
Neighbourhood by Pat
Shewchuk

Mr Gumpy’s Motorcar
by John Burningham

Animalium
(non-fiction) by Jenny
Broom
What Can You Do With
A Tail Like This?
(non-fiction)by Steve
Jenkins and Robin
Page
Prairie Dog Song: The
Key to Saving North
America's Grasslands
(poetry) by Susan L.
Roth

Same Same but
Different by Jenny Sue
Kostecki-Shaw
House and Homes
(non-fiction) by Anne
Morris
A House that Once
Was by Julie Fogliano

Oi get off our Train by
John Burningham
The Diggers are
coming by Susan
Steggal
My First Book of
Transport (non-fiction)
A Ladybird Book:
Vehicles (non-fiction)
Helicopters by Mari
Schuh

Superkid by Claire
Freedman
Max by Bob Graham
Nat Fantastic by Giles
Andreae
The Astonishing Secret
of Awesome Man by
Michael Chabon
George Saves The
World By Lunchtime by
Dr Jo Readman
A range of comic
books
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The Invisible Boy by
Judy Ludwig

People Who Help Us
series (non-fiction)
by Rebecca Hunter

Marvellous Me

Celebrations

It’s Ok to Be Different
by Todd Parr

Happy Hanukkah
Curious George by H.A
Rey

Mommy, Mama and
Me by Leslea Newman
Daisy the Hedgehog
(stories with children's
wellbeing at heart) by
Tracey Thompson
Timmy on the Toilet by
Peta Lemon
I Like Myself by Karen
Beaumont
Daisy the Hedgehog
(stories with children's
wellbeing at heart) by
Daisy Thomson
Mama Panya’s
Pancakes A Village
Tale from Kenya by
Mary Chamberlin
My Granny Went to
Market by Stella
CorrBlackstone
The Name Jar by
Yangsook Choi

Wanda’s Space Party
by Sue Hendra
Lanterns and Fire
Crackers: A Chinese
New Year Story by
Jonny Zucker
Sweet Dates to Eat: A
Ramadan and Eid
Story (Fesitval Time)
(non-fiction)
Peppa’s Easter Egg
Hunt By Ladybird
Cleversticks by Bernard
Ashley

Reception Topic Books
New Life
Hot & Cold
Environments
Oi Frog! By Kes Gray
RSPB First Book of Birds
(non-fiction) by Anita
Ganeri
The Big Book of Bugs
(non-fiction) by Yuval
Zommer
The Tiny Seed by Eric
Carle
The Bad-Tempered
Ladybird by Eric Carle
Caterpillar &
Butterfly(Life Cycles)
(non-fiction) by
Camilla de la
Bedoyere

Once Upon a Time

Little Inventors

We All Went On A
Safari by Laura Krebs

The Three Little Pigs
Ladybird

Ada Twist, Scientist by
Andrea Beaty

Walking through the
Jungle by Julie
Lacome

Little Red Riding Hood
by Nosy Crow

Little People, Big
Dreams: Women in
Science by Isabel
Sanchez Vegara

National Geographic
Animal Encyclopedia:
2,500 Animals with
Photos, Maps, and
More! (non-fiction)
Crazy about Cats by
Owen Davey
Lift-the-Flap Questions
and Answers About
Plastic (non-fiction) by
Katie Daynes
My Green Day by
Melanie Walsh (Walker
Books)
See Inside Recycling
And Rubbish
(non-fiction) (Usborne)

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears by Estelle
Corke
Jack and the
Beanstalk by Stephen
Tucker & Nick Sharratt
The Boy Who Cried
Wolf by Jess Stockham
The Princess and the
Pea by Hans Christian
Anderson & Maya
Dusikova or Rachel
Isadora
The three Billy Goats
Gruff by Ladybird

In Mary’s Garden by
Kügler, Tina and
Carson Kügler (2015)
What About Moose?
By Schwartz, Coren
Rosen and Rebecca J.
Gomez (2015)
Amazing Inventions:
Ladybird First Fabulous
Facts (non-fiction) by
Clive Gifford
Look Inside: Science
(Usborne Look Inside)
(Look Inside Board
Books) (non-fiction) by
Minaa Lacey
How Things Work (See
Inside) (non-fiction) by
Conrad Mason

